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and (of the toad)
" The little fl.asb.ing tongue searching the leaves,"
reveal the same happiness of phrase and diction as characterises
the poet's more familiar lyrics. The subject and treatment,
which are more philosophical than realistic, cause this poem to
stand somewhat apart from the others in the book. It is easy to
trace in the theme the spirit of the man who wrote Abraham
Lincoln and Oliver Cromwell.
1. 5. a brow (which) was drawn : here and elsewhere in the
poem the omission of the relative makes the construction difficult
as often in Browning.
VI.  LEPANTO
the Battle of Lepanto, Oct. 7, 1571, was the last notable event in
the centuries of the Crusades. The battle was fought at sea near
the Naupactus of classical history, an important naval base m the
Peloponnesian War. Don John of Austria, half-brother of
Philip II. of Spain, commanded the allied fleets of Spain, Venice
and the Papal States. The Turkish fleet under Ah Pasha was
completely destroyed, more than 100 vessels falling into Don
John's hands, while the Christian losses were comparatively light.
About 12,000 Christian galley slaves, whose sufferings are described
in 11. 117-120, wore liberated after the battle. It was the signal
success of this exploit that fired Don. John to carve out a kingdom
for himself, since he was a crownlcss prince *' risen from a doubtful
scat and half attainted stall."
1. 2. Soldan of Byzantium : when the Turks crossed into
Europe ami overthrew the Byzantine Empire, Constantinople
became their capital.
1. 0. inmost sea : the Mediterranean, all Christian countries
round which had been harried by the fleets of {Suleiman I.
1. 7. republics : Venice, JTOato and Romagna (the laat two under
Papal HimTninty).
1. 8. Lion of the Sea : Venice, more usually known as the
" Bride of the Adriatic " from the annual ceremony of the SspOHalia.
The reference jh to the ornblom of Venice, the winged Hou of
St. Mark.
1, 11. cold Queen of England : Klimbeilu "The glawH " may
be the hour-tflaHH, for Klimbeth Htudiod I/ho turn of evontH awl the
timoH with coolent calculation. There may bo a further bint at
her vanity.
1. 12, The shadow of the Valoia : Henry IV. of Navarre, at
first loader of the HutfuonotH (Krontjh ProtoHtants); but in 15DJJ

